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Let the Solar Mysteries open to you There is a new place for the consciousness of Easter
and hear the words of the Christ within
and that is
your soul, as the Presence speaks to
in the Upper Room.
you of your new life and the Creative
and leave the world behind. Come. the Upper Room, you, precious
Power that is in your hands.
soul, may appear as lead, yet in
the blink of an eye you may be
The Christed Plane
You are in a new cycle and the stories
of the past are no longer valid and I h a v e m e a s u r e d y o u . Yo u r glorified in the Consciousness
useful other than to remind you of the consciousness must demonstrate of Christ. Gold you shall be!
incoming Christ Age of Melchizedek. a unit of mathematical perfection. Heaven waits for this.
The Word is God. The Word as
You have been born into a new life Truth equals God as divine T h e T h r e e C r e a t i v e
where man (consciousness) and God I n t e l l i g e n c e , w i s d o m , Principles: Hope, Faith and
are One. Jesus stabilized the new understanding and knowledge. Love
humanity and gave it voice. He taught T h e p o w e r f u l c i r c u i t s t h a t Hope is the creative circuit
you the principles by which to live and interweave to vibrate the Word through which the Creative
have your Be-ing in this new body on contain mathematical cubits of P o w e r m u s t v i b r a t e a n d
earth: Take no enemy, Turn the other God's perfection after the Order of awaken to the vision, the hope,
cheek, Love them as I have loved you. Melchizedek, stabilized Man or and the dream. Hope is like the
Consciousness. As this realization springboard that delivers you
And then the Master led you to the takes hold, students will better into the cosmic field of unity and
Upper Room and He presented you u n d e r s t a n d t h e " w h y " a n d divine substance (the material
with Christ Power to heal, to resurrect "wherefore" of the divine precision field of God potential, the
that guides the student step by step unified field of potentiality
and to abide with Him as eternal life.
into the mystical marriage and where all things are made and
Come into the Upper Room. Let us Oneness. Every cubit of energy dreams come true).
celebrate this Easter from this room. d i v i n e l y p l a c e d i n g l o r i o u s
Take off your shoes before entering c o n s u m m a t i o n o f r h y t h m i c Hope is like the hand reaching
purpose begins the actual building up for God's Hand, and God's
of the spiritual plane that is the hand is faith. "If you have faith,
Christ Presence.
even the size of a mustard
seed,"
Jesus said, "you can tell
2. The Upper Room
All thoughts matter. Almost all the mountain to move and it will
4. The Sacred Death
thoughts contain energy in motion move." Faith is the Presence of
propelled by feelings. Genuine, God that we call the Divine
6. The Cosmic Embrace
unconditional,
selfless love bears Substance, which is formed of
9. Exercise - Unconscious
witness to the Christ. Thoughts our belief and our constant
Desire
engendered by spiritual love can relationship with our Creator.
cause instant manifestation. An Our Creator (the One who
example is the story of the wedding creates) abides within us.
at Cana and how the Master Jesus Jesus said, "The Kingdom of
turned water into wine. Love is the God (all abundance) is within
fulfiller, we are told. It provides the you."
gateway into God's world of
EDITORIAL TEAM
creative justice.
What is the meaning of that
Editors:
Okey Ibezim
word "within"? How can the
Susan Hunt
Let us look and consider the three Allness that is God be within my
Karen McOuat
creative principles that allow water small being, you might ask. As
Elizabeth Hunt
to become wine and lead to be you follow the journey through
turned
into gold. In this degree of
Design/Arrangement: Okey Ibezim
continued on page 3
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the Cross (release from previous
concepts, beliefs and thought forms),
you enter a world that is God Be-ing.
Detachment brings or initiates release
into the heavenly spheres of God
Consciousness or God Being. That is
what Jesus meant by "the Kingdom of
God is within you." As your God
approaches you, you will know
Him/Her as your Self - the depth of
Being. The Cross is lifted then. You are
within the World of Light (God as Being). The I AM presence is within you.

grace begins to pour as you open
your heart to thankfulness,
express gratitude and permit love
to flow. Hope lifts to faith and faith
opens to love.

Your search for supply is
your search for God.
Seek God (the Kingdom
within) first and dreams
will come true.
The Christed Mind

Let the rising Light of God's Divine
Intelligence within you rise and
open the brain cells. When you
you seek no thought but God's
(Divine Order), the I AM Presence
responds as vibrant new thought.
Kundalini, the indwelling Spirit of
Truth, seeks to open and reveal
the Kingdom or God
Consciousness within. It is this
Divine Light which will free you
from conformity thoughts and
bring about your release into the
Christed
Mind or The Son/Sun.
Love is the declaration of that power. It
is the fulfiller. Without the ingredients
of love, gratitude and praise, the heart The training you have had and
cannot open to receive that powerful continue to have through this
Christ Light - the Omnipresence of University prepares you for the
God as Love. Love fulfills. Every m a s s i v e o p e n i n g a n d
glorious promise that God the Creator redistribution of mind-thought,
has made to you is activated by your that energy that defines your life
unconditional love! This is why it is as your world.
suggested that you thank God the
Creator before the manifestation has You are entering a new era. Be
occurred. In feeding the five thousand, mindful of this and let your mentor
the Master Jesus raised his hand and guide assist you as you form
holding one fish and one loaf of bread whole new life circuits governed
to the heavens (the creative base for by the Christ Mind and the Solar
all supply) and said THANK YOU Heart.
FATHER. All is yours in Me. And the
The Christed Heart
angels in heaven will supply by your
Once the heart center or chakra is
love.
opened to the Christ Mind and the
Practice these three principles daily. S o l a r d i m e n s i o n , t h e I A M
Put them to work. Let your energy Presence will reveal Itself as the
(hope) be elevated to faith where the authority and governance within
Guardian Angels stand. Then God's you. The Christed Heart is God's
Faith is uncovered as your hope lifts
you into dependence on God as your
source. There is no action without
faith. Faith, as the Apostle Paul said, is
the belief in the unseen and the
substance of that which is made. It is
the invisible force that offers up itself
as Creative Power and joyous union
with the Presence. Experience this
faith now. Let your whole being go to
this faith. Light the fire of the Creative
Power.

continued from page 2

World. It is the nectar of His /Her
Being. During the recent Solar
Eclipse, on March 29th of this
year (2006), a major change
happened. Man was made
heavenly. The Christed shadow,
Sananda, permitted voltage of
Himself to pierce the record of
h u m a n i t y. Yo u a r e n o w
considered of God - not just a
dream of this, but a reality. You
now are the Creator's Son as
released expression. Watch
how this mandate unfolds. As
you journey through the Heart,
the heavens will open to you
and you will know the Truth and
the Truth will free you of all
dogma and misunderstanding.
The bell tolls, and it does toll for
you.

This Easter
As a group (groups will do this
throughout the earth), we will
objectify The Christ as that One
realized as our own Being. We
will anchor the Light - not of the
Cross - but of the Eternal Flame.
Then, under the World Mother
auspices, we will consciously
begin to live as the presence of
God on earth as was intended.
God and Man (human) joined as
God's Word will form a unit after
the Order of Melchizedek that will
remain on Earth and govern as
the World of Light and Love.
Your perfection is within. It is the
Christed perfection or harmony
vibrating in mathematical
alignment with the Creator's
design for "I AM." Join in the
Consciousness that will help this
magnificent, vibratory shift to take
place. Note: As I completed this
last sentence, I looked at the
contact address information. The
address of the web site had
changed to Be-ing (God in
expression). You can click it and
the University web site opens!
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You are brought to the Cross only to
merge with this order. As Jesus merged
with this order, so must you. It is the
power of Creative Force. As you learn to
live with this order and respond to it, it
functions as your being.
To eliminate the Cross from your
adventures in Spirit is to eliminate the
sacred death of the initiate. To let My
sacred death overcome you and draw
you into My Breath, the I AM, is to be
raised into My Life Energy.
Therefore, watch carefully that you heed
the message of My threshold. My death
is in the Spirit where you must go to find
life.
\

The power is there - in the death. It is in
this magnificent overcoming and
reversal that the holy rising power of your
consciousness into My Own registers as
My Higher Self, I AM.
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The Order of Melchizedek is the BODY OF CHRIST
forming in areas of the Unknown.
It is the Christ emerging.
Through this emergence is the divine order of Being.
That is Melchizedek
What are you most attached to?
Is it family?' Personal
possession? Your job? When
you know what it is, give it to
God. You are caught until you
do this; you are caught in the
density of mass consciousness
- a prison of your own making.
Jesus told his disciples, “Leave
your nets and follow me.” If you
could but do this, you would be
free.

The Third Day

return as this Energy through
humanity as One. He rose on
the Third Day as Light. What
rose then was the SPIRIT OF
GRACE in the form of Jesus’
consciousness.
At His ascension, it was the
Mother Light that shone forth
into all the realms of My Earth. It
is this Mother Light and LIFE
that creates new forms now. It is
the glory of this CREATIVE
POWER, released through
Jesus on His Third Day that
rings this planet with
abundance, healing and Christ
Grace.

On the first day He submitted
There are those who speak of life Himself into the Spirit of Holy
everlasting without this death. But Consciousness where He rested.
they are not the immortals. The into the next day, which was called If you could but heed the
immortals are those who have given the second day.
Mother Light within yourself themselves to Me, the
really
hear Her - you would
Consciousness Ascending, the It is written that in the third day move mountains: yea, live in
Beingness of unification. It is only Jesus rose from the tomb. If this is light forevermore.
through death that you will know life. so, where was He on the first and
And this life is the Creator or the Son the second day?
Now come upon Her. She
risen as My Life, translucent and
greets
you - and with Her great
On the second day He prepared
pure. I AM that.
Himself for the burial rites. He Elohim, She opens the new
seed, that of consciousness
The death that I speak of is a dying prepared Himself, for there was no divine.
into life. It is the submission of the other who could do this. If He was B e h o l d I A M t h e M o t h e r
soul into Spirit. Life's spark is in the tomb, why the preparation
speaking
everlasting. No need for death as you for burial? Would it not seem He Dwell not on past mistakes.
have known it on this planet if you live was buried already?
You are called to deliver up
in Me.
My people.
He was in a state of change. His Think upon these things I
consciousness
was going through
bring you now. For the
The Creator emerges through the heart
curtain will raise unto
of man and woman. That cannot be a transformation. He was giving
another Land, a land of
stopped. It is with you, just as Jesus - Himself to the Woman of Himself Light:
eternal light forever –
to
the
Creative
Daughter
or
the
who is your Creator - is with you, and
where
there
is abundance,
Holy Spirit. He became that Spirit
cannot be undone.
where
there
is much fruit to
in His Mind and Heart. He radiated
be
gathered.
Rise, now, into My Son's life. I have no It as divine flow of Himself.
I have come to release you
other.
from poverty.
He became the Feminine Ray on
continued on page 5
the Third Day. Thus He could
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Rise and wake the Woman in
you.
She shakes and trembles with
anticipation. She is the very life
force that calls you home in Me.
She is the circuit of My hand.
Let her lead.
WORDS ON ASCENSION
Look carefully into your lives. Look
carefully. When you try to control
another, you only imprison yourself –
for in truth there is no other!
To man I must say this: If you cannot
loose the woman in your life – let her
experience her freedom without your
domination, you will not be able to
ascend. This is because the woman
you seek to control and dominate, is
the life force within yourself. IF YOU
CANNOT LOOSE THE WOMAN IN
YOUR LIFE, YOU WILL NOT BE
ABLE TO UNITE WITH THE
FEMININE POLE NOR CAPTURE
THE NEW LIGHT OF SANANDA
(Jesus).
The Holy Spirit is moving woman out
into the world. She is the Comforter,
this woman. She must play her part.
Loose her that she might be. Let the
power of the Christ illuminate her. For
you will feel her inside yourself when
you do this. You will feel her stirring
and her grace. And you will know
yourself as free in the woman you
have loosed.
There is no ascension until the holy
fires of both man and woman burn
brightly. Each must stand in their own
light. Each must be free to hear the
Voice of their God, to respond to the
Voice.
There is no ascension without this
freedom - no ascension.
You will find, O man, that as you relax
your controls on the woman in your

continued from page 4

life, you will feel the feminine pole
A Message from
within you. A consummation will
Sananda
take place in My Spirit far greater
than any consummation you have
experienced in the world. Relax
Excerpt from A Message from
and let go. Desire to dominate
Sananda Vol. 2:45
hinders My Spirit. My government
is lasting. Yours is not. I will free
Focus on the NOW, not on what
My Woman if you will not.
will be. In living in the Light World
Woman, take your freedom in Me. now you will actualize it and
Lean not here nor there. Lean into bring it into alignment with the
the Christ, the center of Being, in Earth and her people. The
your heart. Take your strength following is a command that
may be said many times a day
from this place. Lean on Me.
for the next few months: Be at
Peace
My creation. All is well.
Jesus, the Master Plane of Life,
has risen with His Woman. She is
founded in Him and He in Her. You I stand in the new World
know not what this means - nor
of Light.
can you yet. Only that it is.
I stand with Christ as the
Take your strength from the Christ
fullness of my being.
center, from the Spirit within you.
That Spirit, as you depend on It,
will rise into CREATIVE POWER I breathe the breath of the
serving the will of God. Depend
New World.
on Me.
LAST WORDS
For woman to be free, she must
free man. It is necessary for her to
understand that abundance
comes from within herself, her
Christ Center. Security is there
and wholeness. The Spirit will
take you to this place, where no
dependency is left. When this
happens, you are risen. It is the
Third Day.
- Crystal

I AM covered with
greatness,
empowered by the Holy
Spirit,
and blessed with radiant
health and abundance.
I AM the Sun awakening
the planet.
I AM the Light within my
heart.
I AM that I AM!
In peace and power I reign
supreme,
the Christ returned to
Earth.
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Easter, April 2009
The Grand Sweep
Good Friday Evening. April 10, 2009

It was announced through and by
Crystal that the Sweep of Earth has
begun, stripping humanity and all
creation of the illusion of mortality. The
Vibration was of the Creator moving
by the Holy Spirit through the Earth,
through all religions, cultures, nations
and belief circuits. This was a global
initiation – a process of clearing for the
Second Coming which is the return of
The Christ as Heart Flame of the
Universe.
During this period of meditation and
contemplation much was expressed
concerning the Cross, as a doorway
or portal - an invitation - into a loving
Christ, the Heart of God. This is not a
Christ that rejects any person but
welcomes all in the Divine and
unconditional Love of the Universe.
No one is left behind and all are
welcome through the Door of Christ
Initiation. The word "Christ" is for all
religions and spiritual gatherings. No
passport is needed, no declaration or
creed, only the willingness to come
"Home" into the Light of the One, the
Creator potential within all. This
unbroken and divine love is offered as
the initiate surrenders his or her life to
the Presence of God within. The
Higher Self greets the initiated at the
door of the Heart and covers that one
with Itself. This is the new creation, the
GodSelf, revealed. And the Word is
made flesh.
This is a path of redemption,
forgiveness and incredible love. It is
divine alchemy as "lead is turned to
gold."
Now shall all feel this Cross of Love
and rise out of darkness into My Arms.
You were created free.
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How Many Times Must I Say I
Love You –
How Many Times Must I Show
My Love?
The unshakeable Truth is that the
Consciousness that was Jesus
2,000 years ago reigns supreme
to this day. He is the vibrating
essence of God's love and the
master plan of the Universe. He
makes His appearance once
again through your heart and is at
this time the revelation of a raised
humanity and a vocalizing of the
Voice of Truth on this planet. It
was never ordained that a church
would proclaim itself the only
church, nor was it ever ordained
that human beings should argue
and fight and kill over Me. This is a
blasphemy to the Holy Spirit and
not of the Christ Light!

awakened into the I AM Self,
the Easter revelation and
ceremony celebrates the full
and joyous consciousness of
the Christ dimension as life and
light. All can take this initiation,
yet few are aware of the
energies and vitality of the
Master that remain with us
during these three days.
There is very little heed taken of
this and few take the initiation of
the flesh as it is given.

Why? For the most part the
clerics of the church do not
want man to rise in dominion of
Spirit and speak with the Christ
Voice in the rhythm of I AM Christ's Government on Earth.
For this would break the bonds
of man-made authority and
might well cut through the cultWhat Jesus had proclaimed like wars.
2.000 years ago is to be made
manifest today. The One Who "Rise, humanity, in Me!" is the
was sent was for all peoples cry of the Easter Voice.
everywhere and dwells with His
Father in the heart Center as the In the tomb, the Master Jesus
Seed of original Be-ing.
took charge of all particles
surrounding him. He rewove
When man learns to love in the the currents of Being into a new
Christ emanation, there will be life circuit - the firmament of the
peace on the Earth. When man Immortal. The Master dissolved
learns to seek God within and not the death program. He stepped
imagine or invent a God without, out of this as if it were a foulthe Heart will open wide to emit smelling garment. He emerged
such freedom and glory that all as the Creator or Word of this
the Earth will profit from this.
planet, while revealing the new
program designed by Father
The three-day initiation that is the Melchizedek Himself in the Life
gift of the Easter observance Circuits of I AM.
offers the advanced initiate, as
well as the devoted chela and Man, taking the initiation of the
seeker, the opportunity to rise in tomb, is required to depart from
consciousness. The Crucifixion old ways and the thought forms
and the tomb experience permit embedded in Earth. The mortal
an opportunity to surrender the coils must be dissolved within
mortal consciousness and to die his/her belief consciousness
to the ego. Then to become
continued on page 7
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and the rhythm of the Creator must be
accepted and put forth as the
garment. All loyalties, vows and
creeds must be released in the
ultimate freedom of the soul. Here in
the tomb experience, he, who is
initiated, takes command and rises
out of the casings of the false world
and human experience.
On "Easter" morning does the initiate
flame forth as the creative circuit of
the I AM Presence. Now this one,
loosed from the coils of mortality,
steps forward, entwined and at one
consciously with divine Godhood.
He/she is the Jesus consciousness of
the New World and the reality of the
Divine Idea made flesh. This all can
do. Thus sayeth the Word.

The Easter morning Broadcast
was released at dawn with the
message from Creator Michael,
the Universe Creator, that His
Love was flooding the entire
planet. It was unconditional,
transformative and of Him. The
Earth Mother and all Her creation
were bathed in glorious light,
which filled every corner and
crevice. There is no love greater
than the Creator's for His people.
Love is the first Law of Being and it
now moves to become the energy
field for Earth.

The Omnipresence of the Mother
Spirit is the Overseeing Director
of this period of upliftment and
translation. She will bring the
Christ to every heart and dress
Her creation in the jewels of Her
Today
This Easter Initiation was focused on Spirit. Love rules the day.
the Earth and the Solar
Consciousness of humanity. As As the Mother Vibration returns to
Planet Earth rises into the new Earth and the Eternal Flame
dimension of Light and Love, only governs as alignment to the
those who can bear her light can Creator Presence, a Body or
remain. This is the Law of Vibration. Supreme energy field will begin to
Thus, it behooves those who seek to form as a network of collective
finish or even begin their assignment beings who are transmuting the
on and with the Earth Mother to pay E a r t h f r e q u e n c i e s b y t h e i r
special attention to the initiations of consciousness. This is the
Easter and overcoming of the S e c o n d C o m i n g o f t h e
consciousness of physical death. Melchizedek Priesthood. This will
There is no place for this in and on the be the New World.
New Earth or within the hearts of the
New Humanity. Overcoming the Let go of the mortal self and
acceptance of death is a command graduate into a World of Light,
from the God Center and it is to be where the God Presence speaks
honoured. All active Priests and and has Its Being in the heart and
Priestesses after the Order of the voice of all humanity.
Melchizedek are aware of this
mandate. The Melchizedek
Priesthood vibrates the One Life in
sound, action and in alignment with
the Creator of our Universe. A true
Priest is beyond death and birth.
There is no death in Me. This is the
cornerstone of the new democracy
* The Deathless Race
and the new race of Man. *

continued from page 6

The University of
Melchizedek,
Higher Dimensional
Thinking
(A selection from Living the
GodSelf)
When you attend seminars or
classes at the University of
Melchizedek, much of the work
done is in opening you to a
higher rate of vibration. This is
to enable you to read your own
records, to prepare you for
initiation, and to introduce you
to new levels of truth.
Often at the University level of
spiritual assimilation, the only
way the presentations can be
understood is through the
higher or deeper levels of
consciousness. Here you are
trained to access the
Superconscious and to receive
information from that
placement. Willingness to
receive from "the mind that was
in Jesus Christ" opens the way
to the enlightenment.
Reading and assimilating the
lesson material of the University
can cause the awakening
process to begin or to heighten.
The Accelerated Light, which
we call "the University," enables
you to open to the inner light of
your own being and there to
know yourself, to find yourself,
to leave the world of Illusion.
Powerful Rays of Intelligence,
complementary to your own
soul ray, stand with you through
this University.
In every University class the
rate of vibration has been
stepped up to facilitate the
activity of your Christ
continued on page 8
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Consciousness - your Higher Mind.
Remember, you are traveling into
new lands, new worlds of light.
Higher intensity is yours as you walk
the regions of light and call forth
illumination (intelligent thinking).
This light I speak of is not understood
by the mortal mind, nor can it be
released to conscious awareness
until the student is ready and well
prepared for that which is to be
assimilated and digested. We
remove seals so that you can read
your own Christ Records, those that
you have chosen to bring with you as
you remember and commence your
ascent into realms of light.
We want you to be a knowing person
in your own right. You are called to
enlightenment in this University, to
the Universal Mind that knows and
is.
The Holy Spirit, Creative Daughter
and Mother Spirit, vibrating at one
with the University of Melchizedek,
decodes the actual vibration that is
released in class or in the written
lessons. It is very much like an
opening of a seal or seals.
Illumination comes, as a result, to the
conscious mind. Anticipate this, for
it will happen. Work with the Spirit.
The awakening often comes by
revelation. In the Creative and
Spiritual awakening process, often a
quest towards revelation begins.
The student will thirst for information
and illumination. The greater and
deeper the hunger to know, the more
the student may seek increased
understanding by attending classes
and lectures, reading books or
passages from books, meditating
and listening to the Inner Voice that is
the path to illumination and the
revelatory process. This is why the
University of Melchizedek
encourages the inner struggle

toward truth and the quest by the
student to know.
Jesus said, Seek and you shall find.
We stand by that promise. This is
why the presentations of truth by
this University do not always come
easily. These truths are presented
in vibrational threads of Divine
Intelligence. It is very much like
unwrapping a package under the
tree of knowledge! Remain open to
the higher mind, or the
Superconscious, and you will be
fulfilled and know. That is what the
University is all about!
Expect revelation and it will come.
Know that you are reading,
studying for revelation. You are
going to understand the greater
truths yourself and you will!
By your expectation and
willingness to receive new ideas
and new thought, you allow "the
Word Incarnate" (the measurement
of Christ) to take flesh or form. Your
God Presence becomes
individualized -- like Jesus.
(Living the GodSelf is available
through the University store at
http://store.melchizedeklearning.c
om)

continued from page 7

A Message from
Sananda
Vol. 2: 24
Beloved, Now is My Hour.
You rise with me. We are
one. The consciousness I
bring is the Master Life.
The world does not touch
y o u h e r e . Yo u a r e
blessed in my Being. I AM
the Teacher and the Son.
I AM the Creator Son. In
me stay secure; guided by
my hand, be centered with
the Light.
My peace surrounds this
planet now. Energy
comes to her of me. I AM
the way, the truth and the
life. I have come.
(When Lord Sananda
says I AM the Creator
Son, he is telling us that
he carries with him that
union and that essence.
—Crystal)

The GodSelf is the Creative Power
within the individual. It is the
purpose of the divine Will. This is March 23, 2008 Easter
the major revelation for the planet Sunday Message
and it serves all in the God
Consciousness of the I AM.
Note: Sananda is the

ascended name of Jesus.

Thus speaks the Lord in His
The two names or natures
creative union with you.

linked, as they are now,
indicate your own
promise of revealed Life
and return Home.
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Exercise: Unconscious Desire
The following exercise on desire and objectification is from The Master's Papers #15-30.
(Copyright 1992 by Patricia Jepsen Chuse)

Bring all unconscious desire up into the conscious mind. Even the negative. Take a good
look at each and every desire. Sort out what you want and do not want. Face each and
every desire as it rises! (It is much like sorting papers on your desk. Keep it that
impersonal. - C.) Herein lies the domain of the master: Word made flesh.
Quietly, surrendered into your own creative mind now, let the desire of your
unconscious mind rise. Had you any realization of what was there within you? What kind
of desires are surfacing? Do you agree with all of them? Consciously agree? Are some of
these desires, rising from your unconscious, destructive? (Write down everything that is
surfacing as desire from your unconscious. This will help to impersonalize and review. Do
you find that there are desires here now that do not agree with the "true self?”)
What desires, as they rise, have been manifesting and objectifying in and as your life?
Can you now see why nothing should be hidden? (Writing the answers to these
questions will assist you in deciding what desires - buried in your subconscious mind have caused suffering and discord, even confusion, in your life.)
(An interesting and profitable exercise in this weeding process is to create two
columns on your paper. One column can contain all the desires that are surfacing from
your unconscious (that which you have not been conscious of). The second column can
contain a list of problems and obstacles that have been objectifying in your life, as well as
happier and successful accomplishments. Now with these two columns in place, draw a
connecting line from the desire in the first column to the objectified expression
(problem, obstacle, success etc.). To complete this exercise, cross out all the desires that
have surfaced that have been responsible for negative expression in and as your life. As
you do this, continue and cross out with decisiveness the false creation(s): the result of
destructive desire(s). (Remember, you have to be decisive in directing the Creative
Power.) This exercise will give you a good idea of responsibility in the Creative Force: how
each and every one of us is responsible for our environment and the way we live. We
choose. - C.)
Choose only the most desirable of desires. Consciously accept these desires as your own.
Then, in willingness and full knowledge, permit those desires to objectify.
Herein lies the realm of the master, I repeat.
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